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Phytoavailable Trace Metals 
On The Prickly Pear Creek 
Flood Plain
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IRENA (Nicaragua’s Environmental Agency) public education sign giving places 
and times o f protection, saying in part, “Let Us Conserve These ... The Marine 
Turtles Are The People's Heritage". Photo: B. Pfeiffer.
by Bruce F. Schliemann
Man’s ability to alter the 
ecosystem has increased 
geometrically through technological 
innovations that use and exploit 
culturally defined valued resources. 
In Montana, smelting and mining 
byproducts have contaminated our 
environment for over a century. 
Human health concerns and en­
vironmental degradations due to 
historic trace metal pollution have 
spawned several environmental 
studies in Montana. This article 
focuses on East Helena, a historical 
smelting site which in 1984 was 
designated one of the fifty most 
hazardous waste sites in the nation.
Industrial History. East Helena, 
situated in the intermountain Helena 
Valley of south-west Montana, has 
been an industrial site since 1888 
when Helena and Livingston 
Smelting and Reduction Company 
built a lead smelter on the west bank 
of the Prickly Pear Creek. The 
smelter was later purchased in 1899 
as one of sixteen plants forming the 
American Smelting and Refining 
Company (ASARCO). Further in-
NICARAGUA’S ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROBLEMS, POLICIES, AND
I  I I I  I I  I I  i ' l l  !  ( ■ M M —
by Bert Pfeiffer
The Third World faces many catastrophic environmental problems, 
made more difficult by the lack of technical and financial resources. It 
is a controversial but urgent concern complicated by geography and 
politics.
Russell E. Train (1983) has described the situation of a Latin American 
country in these terms, “ When one looks at El Salvador and its exploding 
human population, destroyed forests, devastated watersheds, and eroding 
soils, it is hard not to conclude, as in Haiti, that we have an ecological 
disaster of major dimensions on our hands .... I am not so naive as to 
suggest that a few ecologists can solve the problems of Central America, 
but I do find it incredible that resource experts are not at least part of 
the effort to find long-range solutions.”
As a member of a small delegation of United States environmentalists, 
including officials of Friends of the Earth, Audobon Society, and 
Greenpeace. I have recently had the privilege of learning how Nicaragua 
is struggling to solve similar problems. Hosted by the Association of 
Biologists and Ecologists of Nicaragua (ABEN) — an independent, 
organization like our American Institute of Biological Sciences — we 
visited the northwestern region, concentrating on areas near Managua and 
the northern cities of Leon and Esteli, talking with professionals in the 
fields of ecology and healthcare, touring schools and scientific facilities, 
and making several trips into the country around the three cities to observe 
at firsthand the problems of pollution and the effects of resource ex­
ploitation.
At this point we learned that we were not the only Americans in 
Nicaragua. In fact, since 1983 over 1,500 American students and profes­
sionals have assisted in both civil and scientific programs, as workers and 
as advisers.
Conditions, Use Patterns, and Ramifications 
Although Nicaragua is the largest country in Central America, it is 
the least densely populated. In 1983 the population was estimated at 
2,800.000. which translates to approximately 9 persons per square 
kilometre. It is a tropical country with an average temperature of 25.5 
degrees C. There are over 320 kms of sea coasts: on the Atlantic and the 
Pacific Ocean. The Cordillera Mountains, with many volcanic peaks, run 
NW-SE through the middle of the country. The rainy season extends from 
May.to October. The rate of annual population growth is calculated at 
about 2.8% (World Almanac and Book of Facts, 1985). According to 
Lamb & Midas (1984) “ the overall annual rate of increase in the southern 
hemisphere is 2.2%. Such rates of increase pose serious threats to the 
economies and prospects of the countries concerned.”
Like the other countries of Central America, Nicaragua has a wide varie­
ty of valuable natural resources. Prior to 1979 many were sold outright 
to North American and European financial interests. The way they were
tHeri 'd eb ited  ;i^°r€Wiitfs<CCTt of the marinefirT'which mairi^US western 
states were ravished without any regard for sustained yield or land reclama­
tion. These corporations paid no taxes, and labor was cheap.
The most important resources were stands of pine — Pinus caribaea 
and Pinus carpa — the precious metals, and the large banana plantations. 
In the early 1950’s a very big cotton-growing industry was also establish­
ed. In twenty-five years it became one of Nicaragua’s leading exports, 
but it also became a vulnerable crop requiring massive amounts of 
pesticides to control the Boll Weevil (Anthonomus grandis) and certain 
moths. Most of the pesticides used consisted of various types of 
organochlorides, many of which are highly toxic to people.
According to Hassan et al (1981) “ In November 1979 environmental 
health officials of the National Reconstruction Government of Nicaragua 
(Sandinista) discovered high concentrations of mercury in Lake Managua. 
Managua, the capital city, is located on this Lake, which serves as a source 
of fish ... .Health officials traced the mercury to acaustic soda and chlorine 
manufacturing plant owned in part by the Nicaraguan subsidiary of the 
US-based Pennwalt Corporation. They found that approximately 40 tons 
of mercury had been discharged into the lake in the last 13 years, at a 
rate of 2-4 tons per year.”  This North American chemical plant had been 
set up near Managua in 1968 to make chloralkali as part of a pesticides 
production program. In the production of this chemical, mercury is a waste 
product. As a result of this industrial contamination by mercury, and 
because of the deforestation which has resulted in the silting of the lake. 
Lake Managua is now one of the most polluted in the world.
To the south is the much larger, but also badly polluted. Lake Nicaragua. 
It is about 200 kms long and contains a number of valuable vertebrates 
which are inedible owing to their mercury content. The most interesting 
to biologists is the shark, Carcharinus leucas, which migrates from the 
Atlantic Ocean. It adjusts to the lake’s fresh water by losing urea from 
its tissue, urea being a substance which protects the shark from the hyper­
tonic marine environment.
Additionally, because of attempts to control malarial mosquitoes, the 
people of Nicaragua have in their body fluids, such as breast milk, among 
the highest concentrations of DDT of any people in the world.
Development of large-scale cotton farming meant that many peasants 
(or “ campesinos” ) were driven off their small plots of land where they 
had practiced subsistence farming. As the big landowners increased their 
land holdings for cotton production, the campesinos took refuge in the 
foothills of the mountains and volcanos of Nicaragua. Something like the 
subsistence farming of the forested flatlands now had to be carried out 
in the mountain forests, using shifting cultivation with slash-and-bum 
techniques to plant their com and beans and to raise their chickens and pigs.
Also, the only domestic fuel is firewood . This, along with the effects 
of foreign timber companies and the indigenous population’s fuel needs, 
has wreaked havoc on large areas of forest. Nicaragua still has tremen­
dous timber resources, however, one reason being there are only 70 
sawmills in the country, 30% of which are government owned.
(continued on page 3)
dustrialization occurred in 1927 
when Anaconda Company built i a 
zinc recovery plant adjacent to the 
lead smelter, and subsequently in 
1955 when American Chemet Cor­
poration constructed a paint pigment 
plant proximate to the smelter 
complex.
ASARCO bought the zinc 
recovery plant in 1972, discontinu­
ing operations in 1982. The lead 
smelter and paint pigment plants are 
currently the primary point sources 
of trace metal pollution in East 
Helena, an environment that has 
been exposed to varying concentra­
tions of industrial metal loadings fipr 
the past ninety-nine years.
Pertinent Studies. In 1968, Pro­
fessor Clancy Gordon initiated an 
environmental pollution study 
around East Helena’s smelter com­
plex by contacting the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration concerning 
metal contamination of locally 
grown vegetables. Results from the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s 
(EPA) comprehensive Helena 
Valley, M ontana, Area En­
vironmental Study (1972) stated that: 
(1) air, vegetation, soil and surface 
water in the Helena Valley were con­
taminated by trace metals emitted 
from the smelting complex, (2) trace 
metal pollutants “ settle and ac­
cumulate in soil and on vegetation fo 
an extent surpassing levels that are 
toxic to grazing farm animals,” and 
I  (3) Helena Valley residents “ should 
be informed of possible toxic effects 
frqm coi)^yn>y\g,vegetables which 
might be contaminated from soil or 
dustfall.”
Additional studies in 1975 and 
1983 by the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC), EPA, and the Mon­
tana Department of Health and En­
vironmental Sciences found that 
34% of the East Helena children 
sampled had elevated blood-lead 
levels (those living nearest to the 
smelter having higher average 
blood-lead levels than those living 
further away).
Based on these results and a 
history of cattle fatalities, decreas­
ed crop yields and other hum^n 
health problems associated with 
trace metal emissions, EPA includ­
ed East Helena in the 1984 National 
Priorities List of Superfund Sitep, 
making it eligible for Superfund ap­
propriations under the Comprehep- 
|  sive Environmental Response, 
■  Compensation, and Liability Act of 
1980.
East Helena Superfund Study. 
Environmental sampling at the East 
Helena Superfund Site was actuated 
by EPA in 1984 with a phase one 
Remedial Investigation (RJ). The RI 
included an area of approximately 
100 square miles where trace metal 
analysis of crops, range grasses, cat­
tle, and soils was conducted.
The soil sampling design for the 
RI was based on point-source aerial 
deposition models, but it neglected 
fluvial deposition as a mechanism for 
the dispersal of the toxic trace 
metals. Previous studies by Rice and 
Ray (1985), and Ray (1985), provid­
ed evidence that toxic trace metal 
deposition had occurred on the Clark 
Fork River flood plain from 
historical smelting and mining in the 
Butte-Anaconda area. Consequently, 
it became evident that a substudy 
supplementing the East Helena RI 
was necessary to contrast the flood­
ed and non-flooded soil profiles, 




(continued from page 2)
Plant-Available Trace 
Metals: A  Supplemental 
Field Study
The purpose of my investigation 
was to compare diethylenetriamine 
pentaacetic acid (DTPA) chelated 
trace metals (cadmium, copper, lead 
and zinc) in flood plain and non­
flood plain soil profiles one-half mile 
downstream from ASARCO’s East 
Helena smelter complex. The objec­
tive was to determine if the study 
sites were contaminated to an equal 
or unequal degree.
Experimental Design. Diethy­
lene-triamine pentaacetic acid 
(DTPA) was used to estimate plant- 
available heavy metals in soil core 
profiles. The DTPA procedure 
selected for this study was developed 
at Colorado State University by 
Lindsay and Norvell (1969-1978) to 
estimate micronutrient trace metal 
availability for crops grown on 
calcareous soils. This procedure is 
gaining popularity as a soil test to 
estimate cationic trace metal 
phytoavailability in both agricultural 
and contaminated soils. The same 
procedure was chosen by EPA in the 
East Helena Superfiind RI although 
it was not implemented to compare 
flooded and non-flooded.
Sampling locations in the flood­
ed and non-flooded study sites were 
determined by systematic sampling 
using a random start. A total of thirty 
locations were established in each 
site. At each location, three soil 
cores were taken within a fifteen 
meter radius at random angles and 
distances. The three cores were then 
composited into single samples for 
laboratory analysis. A JMC 
Backsaver “ 0* Contamination coring 
device and acid washed acetate cor- |  
ing liners were used to collect in­
dividual soil cores. The coring 
device was cleaned after each use 
with a large test-tube brush, distilled- 
deionized water, Kimwipes, and 
then rinsed with low metal acetone 
to aid the drying process.
Transported in sealed acetate cor­
ing liners, the soil cores were then 
cut to 15cm lengths, composited, 
sifted through a 2mm sieve and air 
dried at 300 degrees Centigrade un­
til a constant weight was obtained.
The DTPA solution was analyz­
ed on an Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Emission Spectrophotometer using 
an argon gas carrier.
Quality Assurance. Prior to col­
lection, randomly chosen sampling 
locations were selected for field 
duplicates and field blanks at a 10% 
rate. The purpose of these quality 
assurance measures was to test the 
sampling methodology for 
repeatability and for any possible 
cross contamination. Duplicates 
were collected adjacent to sample 
cores, and blanks were obtained by 
pushing two Kimwipes through the 
coring barrel with a clean wooden 
rod into labeled polyethylene sam­
ple bags.
Laboratory quality assurance in­
cluded procedure replicates (two ali­
quots of the same randomly selected 
samples processed identically), 
replicate analyses (repeated analysis 
of randomly chosen samples), and 
reagent blanks (extraction solution) 
to evaluate the laboratory 
methodology for replication, preci­
sion and again, for any sample con­
tamination.
According to quality assurance 
analyses, there was no significant 
contamination from either the field 
sampling methodology or the 
laboratory techniques when com­
pared to the high concentrations of 
trace metals in soil core samples. 
Perciston o f the 1CP was well within 
the desired 10% level.
Data Analysis. Data from the 
two study sites were statistically 
compared using a two-sample one- 
tailed Student’s t-test at the 95 % con­
fidence probability. The data sets 
were significantly different for cad­
mium (Cd), copper (Cu) and zinc 
(Zn), but not for lead(Pb). Average 
DTPA chelated Cd, Cu and Zn were 
respectively 27%, 33% and 110% 
greater for the flooded site than for 
the non-flooded site.
Bargraph comparing average trace 
metal concentrations in flooded and non- 
flooded (shaded) study sites. *Average 
Pb concentration is provided, excluding 
the four sand cores.
Average DTPA-chelated Trace Metalsl 
I Trace Metal I Cd I cu I Pb I Zn I
I---------------------------1-----------1 ■ ■■<--------------1--------------1
I Flooded Site I 13.5 I 79.S I 278.6* I 218.7 I
I ■  1---------1--------------1--------------1--------------1
I Mon-flooded Site I 10.6 I 89.8 I 276.9 I 102.8 I
I---------------------------1-------- -H--------------1--------------1--------------1
I Background* i o .l I 1.1 I 2.1 I 0.01 i
1Concentratlone are in micrograms/gram. or parts-per-mlllion 
(ppm), on a dry weight basis. *Four sand cores, were collected 
In the flooded site. Sand has a low cation-exchange-capacity, 
and without these samples, the average concentration of Pb In the 
flooded site would be 306.8ppm. *Average background values for
DTPA-chelated trace metals for the Helena Valley, EPA (1986).
Campesinos hauling firewood from the forest. This is the chief source o f energy 
fo r most rural Nicaraguans. Photo: B. Pfeiffer.
(continued from page 2-Nicaragua)
Programs in Effect Since 1979
One of the most vital agencies in Nicaragua is IRENA — the 
Nicaraguan Institute of Natural Resources and Environment — an en­
vironmental protection agency. Ever since the Government nationalized 
its natural resources, IRENA’s responsiblity has been to properly manage 
I  those resources in the most profitable, yet most ecologically rational way. 
It inventories them while mapping, studying, and diagnosing soil and tree 
types in the different forest communities.
Contingent with the needs of the country, IRENA has established very 
large tree plantations. We saw seedlings of potential lumber, fruit, and 
firewood trees. Since 1979, about 120,000 hectares* of pines have been 
planted in the northeast region (many destroyed by the effects of war).
Interpretation. This investigation 
suggests fluvial deposition has in­
creased the concentration of trace 
metals in the soil profile. (Another 
possible explanation is that trace 
metals in the flooded site are more 
readily chelated by DTPA.)
To determine, if the flooded site 
has higher concentrations of Cd, Cu, 
Pb and Zn, or whether they are more 
readily chelated by the DTPA solu­
tion, analysis for total trace elements 
would be necessary. However, if the 
DTPA solution does provide an ac­
curate index for plant-available trace 
metals in highly contaminated 
calcareous soils, the flooded study 
site certainly would be considered 
environmentally more degraded than 
the non-flooded study site.
The ecological ramifications of 
soil trace metal pollution are from 
the ground up. As greater concen­
trations of trace metals become 
plant-available, a shift in the plant
the increasing number of smelting 
and mining related Superfund Sites, 
(ie., Butte-Anaconda, Silver Bow 
Creek, M illtown Dam, East 
Helena), the need for reclamation 
and rehabilitation specialists has in­
creased.
K §  fi§8f
taminants along riparian corridors is 
a growing field of inquiry, both 
locally and internationally, one 
which often has socio-economic, 
political, and legal ramifications. It 
is a
Sweden has recently donated a forestry laboratory so the properties 
of different species of trees might be studied — whether they are most 
suitable for structural timbers, framing lumber, etc., or for firewood for 
the campesinos. Sweden has also set up a botanical laboratory, while Den­
mark has donated a seed-bank in an attempt to improve various plant pro­
ducts. With assistance from the Italian government a huge geothermal 
electric generating plant, using steam from the Momotombo Volcano, has 
been established by the Nicaraguan Energy Institute as an alternative to 
the use of organic fuel. According to Dr. Fernando Cuevas, Vice-minister 
I  of the Institute, Nicaragua hopes that all its industrial energy will be from 
geothermal and hydroelectric sources by the year 2000i The Energy In­
stitute is also working with the Dutch to build windmills fo pump water 
from wells for irrigation, and it is manufacturing pellets from cotton stalks 
to be used as fuel for generators.
In the sphere of industrial agriculture — Nicaragua’s principal source 
of foreign exchange (bananas and other fruits, cotton, com, beef, and cof- 
m,<u <uiu " c— imuiuwu™.. 1  fee) — an integrated pest-management program (IPM) was begun in 1981 
cUagnosticTfield of study which I  with the help of professionals from the United States and Europe. The
helps delineate those ecologically 
abused areas of this, our treasured 
state.
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Environmental Education and Wilderness 
Studies
There is a School of Ecology and Natural Resources at the University 
of Central America, in Managua. Approximately 1,500 students attend 
I  three divisions within the school: forestry, agriculture, and flora and 
"  wildlife. Our group met with several students who represented "Habitat,” 
an environmental club consisting o f500 members. They publish a magazine 
concerning environmental problems from papers written by students and 
teachers. They communicate with ecologists in other countries and do field 
work, especially reforestation. They said that under the Somoza govern­
ment, prior to 1979, students had became very upset because of resource 
exploitation and the resulting environmental degradation, but that the pre-
I sent government was much more interested in ideas to alleviate that situa­tion, though even now their financial support was limited. Thus they have
'O n e  hectare is a metric m easure o f area containing 2.471 acres.
(continued on page 7)
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THE INFORMATION CENTER
“The function o f  the In- FILE COLLECTIONS: CROSS REFERENCED
stitute’s Information Center” By Specific Geographic Location and By Subject
The function of the Institute’s In­
formation Center is to distribute 
timely and accurate information 
about wilderness, wild rivers and 
similar wild land resources to 
students, agencies, private organiza­
tions and the general public.
The Institute has an excellent 
reputation, filling requests from 
throughout the U.S. and from 
several foreign countries. Our 
newsletter, Words on Wilderness, 
has a first issue print run of 3,500 
and has a mailing list of 1,000.
Most information is available on 
a 14-day loan basis. For one-of-a- 
kind management plans, and other 
documents difficult to obtain, we re­
quire a security deposit. Reprints are 
available for several hundred articles 
and reports, and are free or 
distributed at cost of reproduction. 
One or two days is usually required 
for xeroxing.
If you are interested in receiving 
detailed listings by mail, check the 
categories of interest to you and send 
this clipping to us with a stamped, 
self addressed envelope.
Copies o f the 285 page 
Wilderness Bibliography can be ob­
tained for $25.00. We also print 
custom reports from the 
bibliography on request.
The map of the NWPS will be 
upgraded after the 99th Congres­
sional Session.
The file holdings are accessible 
by author, title,-and key word with 
our computer system, and through 
card catalogues cross-referenced by 
subject and-byas}ud^afteav; J]hq In­
formation Center is staffed by work 
study students under the direction of 
Ken Wall. During the upcoming 
year, we will focus on the following 
special projects as part of our general 
operations:
Wilderness Area Index 
The National Wilderness Preser­
vation System is tremendously 
varied, inclusive of nearly 89 million 
acres of public land in 46 states. 
There are 440 areas in the system. 
Our data base includes a summary 
of all areas within the NWPS, in­
cluding name, acreage, public law, 
management status, recreation use 
figures, and administrative unit.
For approximately half the areas 
we have additional update informa­
tion — ie., number of recreational 
visits, number of employees, 
management strategies, and 
wilderness education efforts.
In the next few years we hope to 
expand the data base to include: ac­
cess, general description, land types, 
site-specific research, recreation use 
data, selected measurements of en­
vironmental and resource conditions 
in each wilderness area, off-site af­
fects, competing resource demands 
and management conditions.
Wilderness Legislative History 
We maintain a complete 
legislative file for each wilderness 
bill between 1964 and 1985, which 
we update periodically.
Wilderness Research and the A n­
notated Bibliography
We' will continue to expand and 
maintain this data base as an effec­
tive research collection. Most of 
these works are immediately accessi­
ble! by CQmPftit&5(£48rch and, subject,
The bibliography is the largest of- 
its kind in the country, and we in­
tend to develop it into a leading na­
tional repository of information on 
the National Wilderness Preserva­
tion System.
A great advantage in the writing 
of papers, researching of current 
issues and the preparation of 
materials to be presented, the file 
collection is cross referenced by 
specific location and by subject area. 
The material is available for check­
out, walk-in researching and note 
taking. A curator or administrative 
assistant at the Wilderness Institute 
will be happy to help in the locating 
and checking-out of materials.
The file holdings are as follows:
(1) Wilderness Area Index — in­
dividual files on each unit of the Na­
tional Wilderness Preservation 
System. These files include manage­
ment plans, maps, proposals, and 
related documents, such as grazing 
and fire management plans, maps 
and correspondence.
(2) Wild and Scenic Rivers — in­
dividual files on each river in the Na­
tional Wild and Scenic River 
System: management plans, pro­
posals, and related documents, such 
as Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
studies, development proposals, 
maps and correspondence.
(3) State River Systems — twenty 
states have their own scenic and wild 
river systems, and these are 
represented by individual files.
(4) National Park Master Plans & 
Wilderness Proposals — complete 
coverage for all units of the National 
'Park1 -'Service' with -wildernessI 
- potentials 3;:siO :n\i 6r:;.;
IT • > • ) , < » «<.VJs?U
(5) Bureau o f Land Management 
Wilderness Review — wilderness 
review studies for all western states 
included in the BLM review.
(6) National Historic/Scenic Trails 
— partial coverage of national trail 
plans and proposals.
(7) National Recreation Areas — in­
dividual files on most of the National 
Recreation Areas in the country.
(8) Roadless Area Review and 
Evaluation — thorough coverage of 
environmental statements on the 
RARE and RARE II processes. For 
Region 1 of the Forest Service, we 
have detailed information on most 
roadless areas.
(9) Montana Roadless Area Collec­
tion — over 150 wild land area and 
river studies are on file. These Mon­
tana studies were made by the WSIC 
Field Studies Program over the past 
twelve years. Much of this informa­
tion is unavailable from any other 
source.
(10) Wilderness Fact Sheets — a 
series of nineteen fact sheets on 
wilderness issues. Along with an ex­
tended reading list, the fact sheets 
give concise summaries of the issues 
affecting allocation and management 
of wilderness.
(11) Wilderness Management Policy 
-r- a collection containing policy and 
regulations for each of the four agen­
cies managing wilderness, inclusive 
of recommendations made by special 
interest groups.
“ You are tired with years o f 
civilization. I  come and offer you 
what? A single green leaf.” — Grey 
Owl
COMPUTER SEARCH  — A  W ILDERNESS MANAGE­
M EN T DATA BASE:
Wilderness Research, Annotated Bibliography
(1) We have been collecting and indexing information on wilderness 
management issues'fbr several years. Specifically,, our collection, on;the 
Bob Marshall WiMeWess Cqmple^js eXjCellq^ It .^p^jides: Ct z
— A computerized bibliographical file on wilderness management: over 
2,300 magazine articles and books, 300 films and slide shows, 600 related 
reports, and many other select educational materials. Approximately 900 
of these citations are annotated. Representative selections would oe 
research and popular articles, books, dissertations, films-, brochures, etc.
— Research reports, management plans, federal laws, policy statements, 
brochures, maps and other supporting documents relative to wilderness 
management.
— Listings of environmental and wilderness education centers aerdss 
the United States, with abstracts and samples of the curriculum and inter­
pretive materials distributed through these centers.
(2) We have developed, in conjuction with our field and public school 
studies, several worthwhile graphic and media items useful in wilderness 
education. These are available for loan, or for a small fee. Namely,
— A 3ft x 4ft map of the National Wilderness Preservation System, 
locating all areas in the system as of December 31, 1985. On the ba£k 
is a tabular listing of the NWPS. $.50
— A portable table and wall display including graphics, photographs 
and illustrations with accompanying text, describing the major issues of 
wilderness management.
— Several slide/tape programs summarizing the major issues of 
wilderness management.
— A series of 19 fact sheets on wilderness management issues, accom­
panied by supplemental reading lists.
— A BMWC primer designed as an introduction to the wilderness com­
plex and to communicate basic no trace camping techniques.
— Elementary School curriculum materials and exercises concerning 
wilderness management. A very straight forward, entertaining and educa­
tional workbook. Wilderness Management Exercises and Activities fo r Fifth 
Grade Students.
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DONNA J. LOOP, Mon­
tana Natural Areas Coordinator for 
The Nature Conservancy in Helena, 
writes in, “ Great news! The Na­
tional Wildlife Federation chose my 
paper for an Environmental Publica­
tion Award.... your guidance and 
support were invaluable. Hope all is 
going well at Wilderness Institute.”
Her paper titled “ Claiming the 
Cabinets: The Right To Mine in 
Wilderness Areas,”  was recogniz­
ed for excellence gained from 
original research.
The address for the National 
Wildlife Federation is 1412 Six­
teenth Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Additional graduate 
grants are offered by this Federation, 
They are particularly interested in 
supporting student research and 
studies in the following areas: road 
building impact studies, determina­
tions of the economic value of 
wetlands, resource damage 
assessments, monitoring of pesticide 
contamination, in-service traiiiing 
for environmental education, and 
others. For more information on 
these Fellowship Programs, contact 
them in D.C. or drop by the office 
of Vice President for Research, 
Room 116, Main Hall, University of 
Montana.
Pace 4
The 4th World ConferencePAMELLA HILLARY
won the annual Clancy Gordon En­
vironmental Scholarship of $1,200 
for the 1987-88 academic year. Ms. 
Hillery is a graduate student in the 
Environmental Studies Department 
and is working towards a certifica­
tion as a soil scientist. Her major 
emphasis has been in the field of soil 
degradation. She is currently sampl­
ing Mexican soils for compaction 
and moisture holding potential. The 
scholarship, awarded each spring for 
work in the resolution of an en­
vironmental concern, is offered 
through the Botany Department. In­
terested contributors to the Clancy 
Gordon Environmental Scholarship 
fund should contact the University of 
Montana Foundation, University of 
Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
USA M. CAMPBELL, a
graduate student in the Department 
of Botany, won a Five Valley’s 
Audubon Society Field Biology 
Research Award for 1987. Her work 
with Phlox kelseyi is to “ characterize 
the breeding systems and the poten­
tial for gene flow within and between 
the two varieties.’’ Because of a pilot 
study done in 1985, it became evi­
dent that a difference existed in the 
degree of crossability between col­
or morphs, especially the blue which 
seemed to be isolated from the white 
and lavenders. Lisa further states, 
“ Via these crossing experiments I 
will test the biological species con­
cept as it applies to the P. kelseyi 
complex.’’ Richard Hutto, Professor 
of Zoology and previous Five 
Valley’s Chairperson, stated that this 
year’s award was the fifteenth given 
by the Audubon Chapter. Additional 
information concerning proposals 
for this Biological Field Study 
Award should be addressed to 
Roland L. Redmond, President of 
Five V alleys Audubon Society’,' 
P.O. Box^‘8425 ,u  MlStoiff*; MT 
59807.
by M ark Ham ilton
The 4th World Congress for 
worldwide conservation was held 
from September 11-18 at Ft. Collins, 
Colorado. It is the first time in the 
unique history of this organization 
that it has met within the United 
States. Previously, the hosting coun­
tries were Scotland (1983), Australia 
(1980), and southern Africa (1977).
Through international exchange, 
the Congress hopes to advance con­
servation actions in the preservation 
of our biosphere by increasing 
understanding, by sharing ex­
periences and by clarifying perspec­
tives in the “ balanced stewardship 
of natural and human resources.’’
Organized as a public forum for 
concerned people from various 
backgrounds and professions, the 
Congress acts as a fulcrum to en­
courage conservation efforts and to 
stimulate open dialogue toward 
cooperative measures. Main topics 
under consideration were Acid Rain 
Im pacts, Population and En­
vironmental Stress, The Man and 
Biosphere Program , Oceanic- 
Marine Resources, and Parks & 
Wilderness Reserves.
Ken Wall, Assistant Director of 
the Wilderness Institute, University 
of Montana, presented a paper titl­
ed “ Natural Resources and An En­
vironmental Education Demonstra­
tion Project.’’ He discussed the 
issues involved with managing 
wilderness and the steps necessary 
in educating the public in its preser­
vation. Other papers and meetings 
addressed topics such as the effec­
tive use of wilderness and wild land 
settings for “ fostering personal 
growth, rehabilitation, skill develop­
ment and leadership.”  Field trips, 
afternoon forums with international 
speakers, workshops, demonstra­
tions, technical symposiums and 
poster displays were also offered 
during the eight days.
The Colorado gathering, the shar­
ing of view points and ideas, 
facilitates a discovery of wider, 
worldwide perspectives and, by so 
doing, helps develop collaborative 
networks in conservation, 
wilderness, and human well-being 
and survival.
The 4th World Congress, spon­
sored by its parent organization The 
International Wilderness Leadership 
Foundation, Inc. (IWLF), was 
begun in part by Gary Player’s 
brother. Dr. Ian Player who is now 
the Foundation’s Chief Executive. 
Other members include Dr. Jay M. 
Hughes, Congress Chairman and 
Dean, College of Forestiy & Natural 
Resources, Colorado State Univer­
sity, Mr. Tom Thomas, Vice Chair­
man (International Education), 
Director of USDI — National Park 
Service, Dr. Edgar Waybum, Vice 
President of the Sierra Club, and 
Mr. Michael Sweatman, Honorary 
International Chief Executive, Presi­
dent of The Mercantile Bank in 
Montreal.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VISIT TO MONTANA
by Ken Wall
This summer a staff writer and a photographer from National Geographic 
spent sewn)! months exploring and researching the Great Burn,wilderness 
study area near Missoula for a forthcoming book, Hidden Wilderness. The 
area was also the focus of a Wilderness Women Expedition this past
EVST LIBRARY operations 
will continue even though some of 
the holdings were moved to the 
Mansfield Archives. Over 2,500 
publications are still housed at 
EVST, first floor of Rankin Hall. 
They include government 
documents, forest planning reports, 
20-25 current journals with back 
issues, books, and many items hav­
ing to do with energy developments, 
air and water pollution, and 
pesbcide/herbicidc use. Contact Dan 
Funsch, Department of Environmen­
tal Studies, or drop by 1st floor, 
Rankin Hall.
summer.
The Great Bum roadless area, which lies a few miles north of Lolo 
Pass, has come under increased scrutiny lately. This vast unroaded area 
which burned in the great fires of 1919 and 1929 has very little recrea­
tional use and is relatively unknown to many. The area is included in pro­
posed wilderness legislation for Montana. With all the national attention 
on this proposed wilderness area, we wonder how much longer it will 
remain “ hidden” .
Anthropomorphism
by Bruce Weide
“ You going to take this one?”  Kurt’s breath clouded in front of him 
and then floated away into a black forest of lodgepole pine as he undip­
ped the skis from his boots.
“ Yeah, if there’s one in there. You got the last one,” said Wilbur. 
He removed a radio collar, ear-tagging equipment, and notepad from his 
pack. “ Let’s go.”
Their feet sank down into calf-deep snow as they walked, as silently 
as they could, towards the Clover deer trap. It consisted of a metal frame 
— three feet wide, five feet long, and three and a half feet tall — sur­
rounded by nylon netting. The object was to trap and tag white-tailed deer. 
Odocoileus virginianus, in the forest east of Glacier National Park. The 
deer would enter the trap, trip a nylon fishline which would trigger a rat- 
trap, releasing a cord that would then allow the door to fall shut. The 
deer would, after awhile, settle down and begin eating the alfalfa and 
molasses-coated oats that had lured it in, in the first place.
The deer saw them before they saw the deer. When they were 100 
yards away she stood up. At 50 yards she leaped against the netting. Kurt 
and Wilbur ran for the trap, though their wool clothing and canvas coveralls 
made it difficult. “ This is a big one,”  said Kurt as he ran. “ You sure 
you want it?”
Wilbur watched the bounding deer. Her hooves, like black stilettos, 
lashed out behind her. “ I’m sure.”
Wilbur threw his stocking cap down and then jumped into the trap as 
Kurt raised the door. The door fell closed behind him. He dove for her 
neck. On the way there he could see the definition of her muscles and 
the white and brown and black hollow hairs at the spot he dove for. He 
didn’t even see the hoof that slashed up near his face, but he felt the one 
that hit his groin.
One arm went over the doe’s back, the other around her chest. He smell­
ed the dry, almost dusty, odor of her fur as his face pressed in against 
her shoulder. The doe leaped again and his face was momentarily between 
the net and her back. He pulled at her rear leg and a tuff of hair came out.
Later, he would reflect on their wrestling match and think of it as an 
ultimate struggle — some kind of primal battle that had taken place in 
the wilderness for centuries. At the moment however, he had but one 
thought, to keep his head from being smashed against the metal frame.
The doe jumped. He pulled her legs out from under her. He climbed 
on top of her and pressed his knee behind her back legs. She stopped 
thrashing but continued to bellow, her breath jetting out like white smoke. 
Wilbur could feel her heart pounding against his chest and the wet cold­
ness of snow as it melted up through his coveralls. “ The blindfold,”  he 
whispered.
Kurt wrapped a towel around the doe’s eyes and she calmed down. 
HS'pried Her mouth open with his fingers and looked at her mollars. “ She’s 
collarabld, ’’ he saicMrt a loud voice.
The doe bucked. Wilbur tightened his half-nelson. “ Not so loud,” he 
whispered.
They only collared adult does. A buck would choke when his neck 
swelled during rut. Likewise, a fawn would out-grow it. The collar had 
a radio sending device attached to it and emitted a particular signal. With 
a receiver, the wildlife biologist could monitor the location of the animals.
Kurt collared and tagged the doe. Then he backed off behind a tree 
as Wilbur pushed the deer away. She leaped to her feet and ran towards 
four other deer that seemed to be waiting in the distance. They sniffed 
her. A fawn rubbed against her side, and then they plodded away.
Wilbur stuck his hands beneath his armpits, noticing the slash in his 
overalls. “ That deer fought like hell. She must have been awfully scared. ”
Kurt shook his head and said, “ No, she wasn’t .”
“ She wasn’t scared? Maybe you weren’t watching the same deer I was 
wrestling. ”
“ She wasn’t scared. Deer are animals. They don’t feel fear, they just 
react. She reacted to a preceived threat to her life. Her response was just 
instinctual,”  said Kurt as he wrote in the notebook.
“ I’ll remember that next time I go into a trap,” said Wilbur, “ and 
count my blessings deer don’t perceive they’re powerful enough to stomp 
the shit out of us humans.”  He pulled his knife from its sheath and cut 
some fishline to reset the trap. Suddenly he whirled around and slashed 
at Kurt’s belly with the blade.
Kurt jumped back. His arms shot upwards. “ What the hell!?”
Wilbur laughed. “ Were you scared, or was that just instinct that made 
you jump like that?”
“ You’re weird.”
* * * * *
The next morning Wilbur skied out to the transects along Akokala Creek 
to count deer tracks. The sun was out for the first time in two weeks. 
He stopped in a hidden meadow and faced the sun with his eyes dosed. 
It’s nice to have warmth coming from somewhere other than a wood stove, 
he thought.
He heard the caw of a raven, not the harsh gutteral caw he usually 
heard but a soft and, he thought, contented caw. He opened his eyes and 
watched the raven. It flew for about 50 feet, tucked its wings the way 
they do for less resistance and rolled onto its back. Then it rolled right 
side up again, gave that soft little caw, flew 50 feet more, tucked, rolled, 
righted, and cawed. The raven did this time and time again, each upright 
roll followed by that quiet caw.
Wilbur watched the raven until it disappeared beyond the tree tops. 
“ No,”  he said, to himself and to the raven, “ you weren’t having fun, 
that was just instinct.”





The Wilderness Institute is in its 
fourteenth year of operation. We 
have strived to fulfill a unique mis­
sion: to promote the development 
and distribution of information con­
cerning the allocation and manage­
ment of wilderness, wild rivers and 
similar wild land resouces, and to 
encourage and conduct wilderness 
research and public education.
In May of 1974, a group of facul­
ty, students, conservationists, and 
forest service personnel met at the 
University of Montana to confront 
the new challenges presented by the 
1964 Wilderness Act: the understan­
ding, allocating and managing of 
wilderness in America.
Incorporating the talents of dif­
ferent departm ents, such as 
Philosophy, English, Economics, 
Humanities, and Forestry, a group 
of highly motivated people emerg­
ed to implement the most truthful 
and appropriate policies for the 
preservation and wise use of our 
wilderness.
Formally organized as . the 
Wilderness Institute, we have pro­
duced over 75 reports on roadless 
areas in Montana. We have held ap­
proxim ately 125 workshops, 
seminars and various types of pro­
grams on wild land issues — such as 
the conference On Common Ground. 
Also, the Institute has amassed the 
most complete library on wilderness 
management and research in the 
country.
From the outset, students have 
been the most important component. 
The 'Wilderness'fStudtos jar»d -Infor­
mation Center, their affiliated 
organization, has served in all 
capacities to help the Institute meet 
its five major operating goals of: 1) 
providing continuing and public 
education, 2) maintaining the Infor­
mation Center, 3) assisting in the 
planning and completion of 
wilderness research, 4) conducting 
field studies, and 5) offering 
undergraduate and graduate 
education.
Looking back, we are proud of 
our accomplishments. Much of this 
work was made possible through 
funding from student activity fees. 
Unfortunately, because of drastic 
buget cuts during 1986-87, the 
operations of the Wilderness Studies 
and Information Center were 
minimally maintained, and we were 
forced to charge for services former­
ly free.
For the most part, we have had 
strong public support, and we want 
to thank you for that continuing sup­
port of the Wilderness Institute, its 
goals and its growth. While these 
buget cuts have curtailed many of the 
accustomed student involvements, 
other programs have progressed, and 
our doors have remained open.
If you are concerned about the 
continuance of the fine work and the 
many efforts by students associated 
with the Institute, we encourage you 
to express your concern by writing 
a letter to the Associated Students of 
the University of Montana, in sup­




CENTER has moved to the Field 
House, North Annx. FH 116. They 
will be open as of September 14th. 
Rentals, raft trips, wilderness train­
ing. instruction, and more.
RECIPIENTS OF THE 1987 MATTHEW 
HANSEN ENDOWMENT FOR WILDERNESS STUDIES
LANCE GRIDER, from Billings, awarded $500.00 for his pro­
posal titled The Man Who Troubled The Twins, hopes to expand his 
knowledge of Montana author Joseph Kinsey Howard by additional 
research and interviews. Joseph Kinsey Howard, he writes, is the author 
of Montana:High, Wide and Handsome, published in 1943, “ one of the 
country’s most outstanding regional histories, a book that would set a stan­
dard for those who came after him. For almost twenty years he would 
write of the ongoing battles between those who would despoil and exploit 
the land and people of his adopted state.... I initially encountered Howard’s 
work and overlooked influence while researching the Great Falls 
Newspaper Guild’s formation, in which Howard played the lion’s share 
in organizing .... Howard’s early and strong defense of Montana, its land 
and its people, established a sense of pride in place and history that is 
understood and appreciated . . . .”  A full length biography may result.
JAY HANSFORD C. VEST, a recent Ph.D from the Univer­
sity of Montana’s Department of Forestry, Wilderness & Environmental 
Ethics, was awarded $250.00 from this year’s endowment for the con­
tinuation of his work in Native American concepts of sacred wildlands. 
Jay Vest’s prospectus statement that “ Central among Native Americans 
is a moral system founded upon kinship — i.e. a practice of universally 
personalizing Nature and thereby giving her full moral standing,’’ will 
be one aspect of his research into die environmental ethic within the cultural 
nexus of Montana’s Native tribes. He hopes that a publishable paper will 
result.
CELESTE RIVER was awarded $250.00 to help document Frank 
Bird Linderman’s life and works. About Linderman, Celeste says, 
“ Linderman knew firsthand, and through his inquisitive mind, of the 
wildland heritage of Montana and the spirit of the land. He wrote about 
the ‘wild’ and the ‘cultivated’ in words and stories acknowledged for their 
authenticity and accurate detail.’’ She goes on to state, “ I believe that 
those who live in the wilderness of civilization have much to learn from 
those who have known the civilization of wilderness. Linderman knew 
this, and wrote for us a legacy of historical wisdom. My intention is to 
write a piece in keeping with the spirit of Matthew Hansen’s work that 
will draw directly from the words of Frank Bird Linderman and the spirit 
of his many friends ... in order to gain ... a deeper understanding of the 
practical nature of spiritual reality in our world today.”
DANIEL KEMMIS, believes that “ open land shaped the course 
of American democracy”  and that an open forum on this topic might in­
terest and 'Benefit The tna»y; listeners of K^FM .jjThis is an ̂ opportunity 
to bring qernenfviM&friesyitessafth ‘down ip f  artC  ’ ’ says Dajr^wfifte ad­
ding, “ and the ongoing debate over how much of Montana’s remaining 
wild land to designate as permanent wilderness is both a test of our 
democratic institutions and an opportunity to think about how open land, 
open discussion, and open minds may shape and influence each other.” 
A ‘public domain’ radio program titled “ Open Lands and Open Minds” 
will be hosted by Dan over KUFM/KGPR, 89.1, between the hours of 
7:30p.m. and 9:30p.m., November 30th, 1987. A manuscript or tape of 
the program may also result. The Endowment Committee was happy to 
award $200.00 to assist in this endeavor.
CONVERTIBLE
fo r Dick Hugo
The road was wide and bright 
before the big green Buick. 
Truckstop, asphalt, we raced 
cloud across high prairie 
from Boulder to Whitehall.
The speed of our passage 
deflected rain behind us like 
exhaust, left us dry while jazz 
rolled out the open top.
Blue River, Jack Teagarden, freight 
trains rolled when wind was heat 
and only Frenchtown pond 
could cool the American sky.
If I knew where to find it 
I’d drive that Buick back 
up the Jocko, wreck the shocks again 
on bad roads to green water.
Mission Dam shines with promise.
Put the top down, drive close 
to the lake. I’ll fish until trees 
shift like water and trout 
remember your name.
— Matthew Hansen
The Endowment was established in April, 1984, by the family andfriends 
o f Matthew Hansen. The Endowment offers support grants to indepen­
dent scholars, writers and students fo r research and writing on Montana; 
specifically, wilderness studies, historical research, and creative writing.
It was Matthew’s belief that through these activities we gain a closer 
relationship to the spirit o f the land and that a wider knowledge o f Mon­
tana 's wild land heritage will encourage its protection.
An honors graduate in Montana history and a former student in the 
Wilderness and Civilization program o f the Forestry School's Wilderness 
Institute, Matthew was co-founder and first president o f the Rocky Moun­
tain Front Advisory Council founded to provide information on habitat 
and wildlife along the eastern boundary o f Montana's Bob Marshall 
Wilderness. He also worked fo r the Oral History Project o f the Montana 
Historical Society, “Montanans at Work. ” Prior to his death, Matthew 
completed a manuscript o f his poems titled “Clearing, ” which is still 
available from Kutenai Press, Missoula.
It is the goal o f the Endowment to provide financial support fo r one 
or more projects each year. Proposals will be solicited annually and 
reviewed by an Advisory Committee. Deadline fo r Grant Applications is 
February 28.
Matthew’s family and friends are currently seeking contributions to the 
Endowment to carry on the spirit o f his work. An annual report o f the 
Endowment’s activities will be sent to all contributors. Contributions are 
tax-exempt and may be sent to "The Matthew Hansen Endowment for  
Wilderness Studies, ”  The Foundation, 600 University Avenue, Universi­
ty o f Montana, Missoula, Montana, 59812.




As the van bounced over the dirt road to the trailhead, the students 
turned inward. The gaiety subsided, the laughter and jokes and boasting 
ceased. I felt it myself. A sort of apprehension. A reluctance to leave the 
warm and known world of paved roads, machines and daily routine. 
Though we all loved the wild, we felt the tugging unease of leaving the 
familiar and entering the comparatively unfamiliar. Ahead of us was a 
|  ten-day trek, a hike of more than seventy miles. Wilderness, the Unknown. 
The two are connected in more ways than we realize.
Each year it begins in much the same way. Roughly 30 students return 
early to the University of Montana, a week before normal registration, 
to take part in a special set of courses called Wilderness and Civilization. 
The program offers students 12 weeks of intensive, interdisciplinary study 
relating to a single theme.
|  The Wilderness and Civilization Program was developed in 1975 to 
offer a unique educational opportunity appropriate to the University of 
Montana. Responsive to our location, (we are surrounded by over five 
million acres of Northern Rocky Mountain wilderness) it focuses on the 
relationship of modem society to wild land, and intensively examines the 
implications of natural resource allocation and use in contemporary 
American culture.
By linking the sciences with the humanities we are able to offer a pro- 
■ gram that delves into such diverse fields as ecology, wilderness history, 
economics, and natural resource conservation as they relate to cultural 
attitudes toward wild land, the role of wilderness in a sensible and workable 
land-human ethic, and the future of human participation in the natural 
world. Full and exclusive fall quarter participation in the eighteen credit 
hours of work is required of all students in the program.
Each year we begin the program with a two day orientation, before 
leaving on an eleven day wilderness trek. The trip builds a sense of com-
I munity among students and faculty, and provides students with direct knowledge of wilderness and management issues. All academic work later 
in the quarter is rooted in this essential beginning. For instance, we have 
each student keep a daily journal, and we draw on these entries throughout 
the quarter in preparing essays and other assignments.
We stress hands-on experience to supplement academic work. Students 
work on a practical project of some benefit to the community or region, 
relating it to the central concepts and themes of the program. We take 
- full advantage of the unsurpassed natural environment surrounding the 
I University of Montana by taking five off-campus retreats during the quarter 
to different sites in western Montana.
Our students, ranging from freshmen to seniors and representing various 
majors, all participate together. Applicants are selected based on their 
background, academic interests, and stated interests as expressed in the 
application essay. For more information, drop by our office in Forestry 
207, or write to us at The Wilderness Institute. Wilderness Studies and 
Information Center. Rm 207, Forestry Building, University of Montana, 
I  MT 59812.
I
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